
 
 

 

HFC Powered LTE Small Cells Deployed 
 

PETERBOROUGH, Ontario– Jan. 05, 2017- Lindsay Broadband Inc., a leading manufacturer and global 

provider of specialized broadband transport products for the telecommunication industry, announced 

today that a major Multiple System Operator (MSO) has begun a large scale HFC powered LTE Small 

Cell deployment utilizing Lindsay’s Gateway, supplying power from the HFC plant to the Small Cells.  

“This is the first of several MSOs in which Lindsay Broadband has been partnering for Trials and now 

Deployment.” added David Atman, President of Lindsay Broadband.  “We look forward to the continued 

success of this Operator and the others soon to follow.” 

 

MSO’s are driving to provide more business solutions from their HFC Strand and Lindsay has been 

working with several of them to utilize the existing infrastructure to provide both Power (AC and DC) as 

well as Backhaul (DOCSIS and Optical) for Small Cell and other current and future technologies.  The 

Small Cell Gateway Solution developed by Lindsay Broadband over the last 3 years offers various 

mounting options (strand, vault, pedestal and wall) and delivers up to 400 Watts of power to any 

manufacturer’s small cell, allowing the MSO to easily accommodate a Mobile Network Operator’s 
(MNO) approved equipment.  By utilizing the HFC architecture, the MSO is able to offer a huge cost 

advantage over commercial powering schemes, while also providing a stable AC or DC power source 

with the 8 hours of protection typically built into the HFC plant. 

 

Lindsay couples its Gateway product line with their Small Cell Power Inserter and Advanced EMI filters 

to provide the isolation and protection needed for spectrum up to 1.22GHz, making it safe for deployment 

in a DOCSIS 3.0 and 3.1 environments. Also, Lindsay offers multiple power outputs, allowing for 

multiple small cells to be powered from the same Gateway unit. Cells have been successfully deployed by 

a large MSO in 2016 and they will continue an aggressive deployment strategy for 2017 

 

Enabling the ultimate business service of powering LTE small cells from the HFC infrastructure requires 

flexibility must be quick and easy to installs and be cost effective, the Lindsay AC or DC  power supply 

and power inserter makes the deployment as easy as installing a line extender or optical node into your 

network.                                                                                                               

 

 About Lindsay Broadband Inc.  
 

Headquartered in Peterborough, Ontario, Canada, Lindsay Broadband Inc. empowers HFC networks with 

solutions that provide for profitable business services. Solutions include HFC powered and strand 

mounted optical and DOCSIS Wi-Fi hotspots, EMTA’s, cable modems, AC/DC power supplies, and 

advanced high powered LTE small cell backhaul gateway products. RF equipment includes a complete 

line of subscriber, MDU and line amplifiers, indoor and outdoor optical nodes, hard line passives and 

UPS systems. Our fiber optic end to end FTTx, RFoG and GPON equipment solutions include 

engineering design, technical support and training from Headend/Central office to the customer premise. 

Lindsay markets and sells to the worldwide telecommunications market. 

 



For more information about Lindsay broadband Inc. and its unique communications solutions, 
please visit www.lindsaybrodbandinc.com. 
For more information, please contact: 
 
David Atman  
Lindsay Broadband Inc.  
datman@lindsaybroadbandinc.com 
705.742.1350 
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